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Abstract

This paper explores whether and in what way “dual learning” can develop understanding of the relationship between structure/judgement and explores audit student’s perceptions of the audit profession. Work Integrated Learning (WIL) module, serving as a tool of enabling dual learning, represents the context for this exploration. The study is based on a focus group and individual interviews conducted with students performing their WIL. Our data and its analysis indicates that when in a WIL context, students develop awareness of the use of standards and checklists on the one hand and the importance of discretional judgement on the other. Based on these results, we theorise as to how dual learning manifests itself in students’ experiences and understanding of the relationship between structure and judgement.
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Introduction

Researchers in Sweden and other countries have been observing increasing pressure on professionals to perform their work according to regulations and standards. Manuals, checklists and pointed guidelines are just a few examples of documents that are used to control the work of the professionals and, as a result, push them to devote an increasing amount of time to administration (e.g. Agevall & Jonnergård, 2007, 2012; Baldvinsdottir & Johansson, 2006; Brunson & Jacobsson, 1998; Power, 1997; Sahlin–Andersson, 2006;). This trend can be discussed in terms of “striving for transparency” (Levay & Waks, 2009) or “management by documents” (Agevall & Jonnergård, 2007); the latter includes both control through documents such as checklists and manuals and through requirements for documentation. As in other professions, audit professionals have experienced an increase in management by documents (Baldvinsdottir & Johansson, 2006).

Auditing research distinguishes between two approaches to auditing: structure and judgement. Structure emphasises predetermined and systematic audit work based on guidelines, manuals, and computer support among others, as well as extensive documentation requirements. It represents the concept “management by documents”; Judgement emphasises auditors’ knowledge, experience, and ability to distinguish what is important and upon this judgement to consider various options and make decisions (e.g. Knechel, 2007; Kosmala, 2005; MacLullich, 2001; Power, 2003; Smith Fiedler, Brown, & Kestel, 2001; Van der Veer, 2006; Öhman, 2006; Öhman, Häckner, Jansson & Tschudi, 2006).

Thus, auditing is an activity where the complex relationship between structure and judgement is central and important, especially in light of the debate as to which of those two approaches leads to a high audit quality (Broberg, 2013; Öhman, 2006). Yet, students fresh out of university usually lack experience in handling the relationship between structure and
judgement. This implies that at the same time the new generation of auditors learn to use firms’ institutionalised auditing procedures and use of standards, they have to learn to recognise the importance of using critical, free, and independent professional judgement. In order to conceptualise this aspect of students’ entry into the professional world in this study, we have borrowed the concept of “dual learning”iii from Aili and Nilsson (2015) to represent the notion of simultaneously learning the auditing standards and audit firm procedures while maintaining independent in thought and action.

Often when first encountering with auditing practice, students are faced with changing from one learning context/arena – the university – to another – the workplace (Smeby, 2008). In one university programme though, students are crossing this boundary within the university setting through an educational model called work-integrated learning (WIL). The introduction to WIL and active involvement in this educational model, allows students to gain an understanding of the clash between structure and judgement as well of as the gap between theory and practice. Thereby WIL is used as a sort of “tool” to provide opportunities that enables dual learning.

We have reasoned that by concentrating on university students, who are the new generation about to enter the auditing profession, one can capture perceptions of the relationship between structure and judgement in a formative stage of their professional development. This would happened because the individuals would not have started working within and according to an audit firm system nor been subject to socialisation processes within the audit firm (cf. Broberg, 2013). Thus, the choice of the empirical object for this study not only provided us with an opportunity to explore dual learning but also to understand the as yet un-indoctrinated students’ views on the audit profession. With this in mind, the aims of this paper are to explore whether and in what way dual learning can develop audit students’ understanding of
the relationship between structure and judgement and to explore students’ perceptions of the audit profession.

**Literature review**

*Structure vs. judgement within the audit profession*

Auditing is a highly regulated profession (Öhman, 2006), and yet the work is based on the auditor's professional judgement (Eklöv, 2001). Rules can be formulated within a continuum from closed (i.e. precise) control to open (i.e. imprecise) control. The closed rules are context-free and reduce all room for judgement and for adjusting to a specific situation or case. The open rules allow space for judgement, for the possibility of adjusting to a specific situation or case (Agevall, 1994; see also e.g. Mennicken, 2005, 2008).

Professions and professional work are often described as including uncertainty, complexity, and the need to exercise judgement (cf. Brante, 1988; Freidson, 2001). Accordingly, applying judgement is often seen as a crucial part of auditing (Eklöv, 2001). When auditors do their fieldwork (e.g. assess risks, set materiality limits, evaluate and test internal controls, identify strengths and weaknesses), they must (or at least should) adhere to the International Standards on Auditing (ISA), which require auditors to use professional judgement. It could be argued that professionals and professional products cannot be standardised and that there is a need “to exercise discretion and judgement from case to case” (Freidson, 1994:164). However, it has been argued that individual actors are shaped and influenced by factors inside as well as outside the organisations in which they are employed (Umans, Broberg, Schmidt, Nilsson & Olsson, 2016). When it comes to auditors, the reality is that such factors include standardisation and regulation of professional conduct. These factors, including, for example, accounting and auditing standards, have become more prescriptive and detailed (FRC, 2006; Larson, 2007) and constitute auditors’ official knowledge (Power, 1997). This more
prescriptive approach has gained ground due to economic, regulatory, and political pressures (Bowrin, 1998; Humphrey & Moizer, 1990; Power, 2003) such as those that followed the “business scandals” of the 2000s (e.g., Enron and WorldCom). It could be claimed that structure has also been developed and used within audit firms to gain legitimacy and control (Humphrey & Moizer, 1990; Power, 2003) and by audit teams and individual auditors “to produce comfort” (cf. Broberg, 2013; Carrington and Catasús, 2007; Pentland, 1993).

Auditors seek to produce comfort (that they are carrying out sufficiently high quality audits) for themselves, their colleagues, and their employer (Broberg, 2013). They do it through rituals and acts and the significance of the signing auditor as the decision maker; in addition researchers have emphasised the role of emotional features within auditors’ work (Broberg, 2013; Carrington & Catasús, 2007; Pentland, 1993). Thus, the “uncertainties” that result from interpretations, assessments, and estimations mean that following “gut feel” (Broberg, 2013; Humphrey & Moizer, 1990; Pentland, 1993) and producing comfort are central parts of audit work. This is partly because ISAs, even though pervasive, serve neither as unambiguous points of reference nor as ready-made tools. Hence, auditors cannot merely read the ISAs to determine what to do or how to do it. In Power’s words:

So audit documentation is only partly descriptive: “the audit working papers ‘do not tell the real story’ of why decisions are made, and [processes of] … selecting, or excluding, information from any explanations so as to create a desired portrayal of what happened (Gibbins, 1984:117)’. The process of writing up makes the audit process conform, more or less well, to its institutionalized knowledge base (1997:37).

In practice, this has also involved audit firms developing their own interpretations of the standards, which together with their audit methodology are built into their firm manual (cf. Broberg, 2013). By using such manuals, auditors produce comfort. However, there are also signs that such a comfort implies less professional responsibility and that one motive for
following the manual functions is to avoid the risk of being blamed. Carrington and Catasús (2007:44) argue that:

[f]ollowing the manual is the safest way to achieve relief from discomfort. First, since the manual relies heavily on structural knowledge (embedded in the manual), it relieves the senior from expanding their responsibilities of judgments. Second, following the manual also provides another aspect of relief from discomforts, namely, the risk of getting blamed.

Determining the roles of structure and judgement is a challenge. For example, it has been claimed that "[a]uditing is judgemental in its nature, and judgements are made in tacit and intuitive processes” and that "[s]uch processes are resistant to systematisation and are difficult to transmit formally” (Eklöv, 2001:62). At the same time, “the strict guidelines in the new international auditing standards, ISAs, can be seen as ‘more structure and less judgement’ ” (Öhman et al., 2006:93). Auditors are expected to perform more qualitative assessment (Kosmala MacLullich, 2003:792) at the same time as there is a trend towards use of more regulation, principles, rules, and guidelines (e.g. FRC, 2006; ICAEW, 2006; Van der Veer, 2006).

It has been argued that structure endangers auditor judgement as it guides the auditor in what judgements to make and when to make them. Thus, the argument suggests that structure limits the scope of auditor judgement (e.g. Kosmala MacLullich, 2001; Turley and Cooper, 1991); "[i]n other words, in such a context judgement appears to end where structure ends” (Kosmala MacLullich, 2001:6). However, it could also be argued that the decision to follow guidelines and the way in which to follow them, and so on lies with the individual auditor in individual situations and that structure, serving as a guide for judgements, therefore does not "end judgement” (cf. Kosmala MacLullich, 2001). This so-called structure–judgement debate is not new when it comes to auditor work; it deals with an issue that “goes to the very heart of
professional practice and identity” (Power, 2003:382; see also Carpenter, Dirsmith, and Gupta, 1994). However, due to quite recent developments, such as increased structure, within the profession, the debate seems more relevant than ever. Such developments have led to concerns regarding the audit process, its effectiveness, and the usefulness of audits. For example, Power (2003:379) describes how the legitimacy of the audit is “under fire”. One important question that has been raised is whether the space for judgement has been or will be reduced as a result of increased structure (cf. Marton, 2011). In Agevall and Jonnergårds’ (forthcoming) study, auditors working in smaller firms complained about this reduced space for judgement and reported that they have to devote a large amount of time to “nonsense”, implying that the auditors’ work was boring and routinised. They also talked about the risks of missing the key things in their auditing work and said that professional scepticism has faded away as management by documents has increased. Generally, it is assumed that to establish oneself in the audit profession, one needs to be able to balance between structure and judgement (Broberg, 2013). Yet understanding the nature of the relationship between the two remains in the shadows of auditing research.

**University education and work-integrated learning**

The idea of higher education rests primarily in providing theoretical and scientific knowledge, abstract and independent of a specific practice, and developing analytical and critical ways of thinking. Such knowledge forms an important base for the professions. Yet, the professionals’ knowledge base is also composed of context-dependent practical knowledge, including a tacit dimension (cf. Brante, 1988; Grimen, 2008; Smeby, 2008), gained while working. The theoretical and practical knowledge is usually heterogeneous and an integration of important elements of knowledge will often be made by practical synthesis in relation to professional practical requirements (Grimen, 2008). Post-secondary graduates are caught between the university context and the working context. For theoretical knowledge to be of practical
relevance and to be turned into action within the workplace, it needs to be recontextualisation (Smeby, 2008). Such a challenge can also be an important opportunity for learning.

Researchers argue that WIL can serve as a natural way of bridging the gap between the academy and practice because it integrates academic skills with those required by the labour market (Elias and Purcell, 2004; Karlsson, 2011). According to Barrie (2004), WIL usually aims at developing skills such as communication; ethical, social, and professional understanding; personal and intellectual autonomy; research and inquiry, as well as information literacy (i.e. context-dependent practical knowledge within a specific practice and the ability to fit into a specific context and adjust to the rules and routines of the workplace/profession).

While purely practical internships focus on acquiring both understanding and practical experience, WIL aims at stimulating interaction between the theory learned and the practical experience acquired. A core idea of WIL involves students going back and forth between their university and internship organisation, learning the analytical tools, and then applying them in evaluating job situations. We understand WIL as an interactive boundary crossing between the university education learning context and the professional workplace. Studying this meeting point and auditing students’ experiences during and after their WIL provides an excellent opportunity to explore how students understand the role of structure within the audit firms in relation to professional discretion and judgement. In WIL, the students have opportunities to be trained and to develop the ability to use manuals and checklists, yet not at the expense of judgement. WIL challenges students’ critical ability by having them reflect over why they used manuals and checklists and the consequences of their use were. Based on this discussion, we posit that WIL might serve as an educational tool of dual learning which potentially stimulates understanding of the relation between judgement and structure.
**Dual learning**

Dual learning can be defined as a way of educating people in practice-oriented professions combining “practice-oriented and theoretical learning in Higher Education” (DAAD, 2015). According to Biesta (2010) the concept of dual learning (not to be confused with the concept of double learning) highlights the difference between on the one hand education as qualification and socialization seen from within a professional order and subjectification on the other hand which means becoming a subject regardless of that professional order. Biesta (2010), poses that education fulfils three related and aforementioned functions: qualification, socialisation, and subjectification. Qualification involves equipping students with knowledge, competence, and understanding, as well as the inclination to do something. Socialisation involves, for example, transferring certain norms and values of professional socialisation systems to students as they become incorporated into existing ways of doing and being. Subjectification involves the process of becoming a subject where the individual is independent of existing ways of thinking, doing, and being. In the form of critical investigation and reassessment it is also an integral part of knowledge formation (e.g. Molander, 1993) while integrity, independence, and professional scepticism are also important for auditors’ ethical consciousness (Baldvinsdottir & Johansson, 2006).

Irrespective of whether qualification, socialisation, and subjectification are seen as entwined or as separate functions, they include what we mean by dual learning - the ability to use standards, checklists, etc., but also the ability to apply critical thinking and discretionary judgment. Professionals have to evaluate the assumptions behind the rules, quality measures, and claims of best practice; they need to be able to appraise and understand how a particular technology influences their work (Aili and Nilsson, 2015). The research framework of this paper can be expressed by the model in Figure 1.
Methodology

Method

This paper employs a qualitative method of inquiry, inspired by the phenomenological hermeneutic approach (Dahlberg, Dahlberg & Nyström, 2008). Our aim is to understand participants’ experiences and their interpretation of those experiences. A number of specifically crafted situations, all related to auditing, were presented to students to discuss and reflect upon, based on the experiences they had prior to and during their WIL. Following the suggestions of Gaddamer (1997) and Ödman (2007), the authors also considered their own pre-understandings and the potential influence of these pre-understandings on their interpretation of the data.

Participants
The participants in this study were five master’s students in the accounting and auditing programme at a small university in southern Sweden. Participation was voluntary: 20 students who participated in the WIL course were invited by email to participate. The email and the information letter explained that the study’s aim was to explore students’ experiences during their WIL; the students were also provided with an outline of the study. The five students, or one fourth of all students performing WIL that semester, who agreed to participate in the discussions received a further explanation of the purpose prior to the interviews. The only inclusion/exclusion criteria were that the students had to perform WIL prior to the interviews and have been active during the spring semester 2013 (the study period). Three of the five participants had been performing their WIL at audit firms, while the other two had observed the work of the auditor who was working at the organisation where they performed their WIL. The participants’ ages ranged from 25 to 32 and there were two male and three female participants. Prior to conducting the study, the authors were granted ethical approval.

The WIL course has been developed and designed to enable as much dual learning as possible. During the 10-week long WIL course, the students divided their time between the university and their WIL placement. They spend their time the university attending seminars and lectures, studying literature and theory, planning/preparing empirical data collection, sharing experiences, and writing reflections and spend their time at their WIL-organization doing things such as observing routines, interactions, and the use of different tools. The students usually try out different manuals, checklists, and tools (often computer-based) and are given real tasks or authentic case assignments to work with and report on. The main examination consisted of an individually written course report in which they take on one or more problems that they had identified before or during the WIL course. In the report, they are to use empirical data from the WIL placement as well as the literature and theory learned at the university to discuss their problem(s).
**Data collection**

Focus group was first used to collect the data (Krueger & Casey, 2009); in addition, personal semi-structured interviews were conducted two weeks after the focus group to allow the participants to elaborate on their own answers and to reflect on the discussions in the focus group sessions. The focus group took place during the spring semester 2013 at the conference room of the university where the students were enrolled; two researchers (both female) not previously known to the students moderated the discussion. The discussion lasted for two hours, was voice-recorded, and later transcribed verbatim.

The focus group was used to explore participants’ experiences in an interactive way, thus using this technique to have a “group effect” (Carey & Smith, 1994) where experiences are presented, discussed, and elaborated upon in interaction with other group participants. This provides a rich database for analysis (Hollander, 2004). The authors of this paper are aware of some criticism put forward by some researchers (e.g. Webb & Kevern, 2001) that find phenomenology to be incompatible with focus group interviews. However, in line with Bradbury-Jones, Sambrook, and Irvine (2009), we argue that experiences are seldom individually based and usually are a product of interaction between the self and the environment. We further argue that by elaborating on the experiences in the group rather than only in one-on-one interview settings, participants are able to relate to each other’s experiences and so produce a richer and more comprehensive picture of their reality (Schmidt & Umans, 2014). To address some limitations of the focus group sessions (potential group pressure and differences in communication styles among the participants), personal face-to-face interviews were also conducted; only four participants of the initial five were available for them. During these interviews, the participants were asked to elaborate on their own answers from the focus groups as well as to discuss other participants’ experiences vis-à-vis their own.
A topic guide (Polit & Beck, 2012) was prepared in advance. The first part of the guide covered concepts such as profession, auditing, manuals, and so on, which form a part of the auditor’s vocabulary. The participants were asked to reflect on what the topics meant for them and to share their experiences with these concepts during the WIL. The second part of the guide had a number of situations/examples that typically would occur in the auditor’s day-to-day activities (Broberg, 2013); students were asked to relate to the situations and to describe their own experiences in similar situations.

While this study is based on one focus group discussion and four interviews, which could be considered rather limited empirical material, we have a number of reasons why it might be considered sufficient in this study. Firstly, this study aims at exploring experiences and perceptions of the students from within one given situational context (i.e. WIL). In other words, the rarity of occurrence of the event/context might justify a smaller sample (Crouch & McKenzie, 2006; Marshal, 1996). Secondly, the explorative nature of the paper implies that the aim is to understand the meanings students attach to concepts such as structure, judgement and audit profession, as well as the sense making students go through during their WIL period. According to Crouch and McKenzie (2006) in these types of studies, smaller samples are not only acceptable but also required, given the depth of understanding wanted. Finally, a smaller sample was deemed appropriate since we sought to not only understand the experiences of each student, but also try to explore their joint experiences during the WIL and their understanding and interpretation of the concepts under study. According to Schmidt and Umans (2014), a small “group effect” provides valuable data for generating a deeper understanding of the phenomenon under study and may be facilitated in a group of four to five (Côté-Arsenault & Morrison-Beedy, 1999).

Analysis
The analysis, inspired by Dahlberg et al. (2008), was divided into three stages. During stage one, all the transcribed interviews were read and the dialogue with the text began, while interpretation was avoided. Stage two began and resulted in a structural analysis (Lindseth & Norberg, 2004) with emergence of hermeneutic themes. This process was repeated several times to ensure the validation of understanding. In stage three, the themes were reviewed from a more holistic perspective and merged into a new understanding (cf. Dahlberg et al., 2008).

It is important to note that the authors had certain pre-understandings in the field that could have influenced the analysis. They have either taught or published on auditing-related topics and had their own views on the interaction between structure and judgement and on the meaning of professional conduct in the audit profession. They tried to “manage” their pre-understandings by being open to the experiences revealed by the participants and avoiding being judgemental. In the process of inter-researcher interaction, the authors attempted to see the data from different perspectives. The analytical process consisted of periods in which they engaged in collaborative as well as individual interpretative work, which allowed the interpretations to be tested. Such an iterative process both enabled and restrained interpretative creativity (cf. Weick, 1989).

**Empirical findings**

Our analysis was formed in line with two meta-themes derived from the empirical material. We call them *Perceiving the profession and the professionals* and *Entering into and forming in the profession*. These meta-themes were divided into sub-themes, which in turn, when appropriate, were divided into number of analytical units. This division is illustrated in Table 1 – Empirical Findings.

**Table 1: Empirical Findings**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta-themes</th>
<th>Sub-themes</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceiving the profession and the professionals</td>
<td>The students’ ideal picture of profession/professionalism</td>
<td>Specific knowledge – an expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Professional norms and ethics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Independent work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Another picture of professionalism</td>
<td>Professionalism contra commercialism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Auditors become sellers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quality is another thing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entering into and forming in the profession</td>
<td>Differences in experiencing the gap between theory and practice</td>
<td>Structure and judgment in conflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The clash between structure and judgment</td>
<td>Structure and judgment in harmony</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Theme: Perceiving the profession and the professionals**

In the theme **Perceiving the profession and the professionals**, the students revealed their ideal and experience-based view of the audit profession and of auditors (the professionals) and their tasks. Here one can observe how clashes of the ideal and the reality affected students’ experiences during their WIL. The sub-themes are **the students’ ideal picture of profession/professionalism** and **another picture of professionalism**, each of which are composed of three units (see Table 1).

**Sub-theme: The students’ ideal picture of profession/professionalism**
When reflecting on the profession and professionalism, the students highlighted education and qualifications as well as the importance of both theory and experience (having significant knowledge) and continuous professional development. We interpreted these observations as students’ talking of knowing, which reflects an active side of knowledge. Additionally, the students emphasised the significance of social and interaction skills. Together these reflections represent one unit of the students’ view of auditors: *Specific knowledge – an expertise*. In this sub-theme they also reflected on the units *professional norms and ethics* as well as on the expectations and advantages of *independent work*.

*Specific knowledge – an expertise* When describing why auditing is a profession, the participants proposed that it requires a specific knowledge and understanding, for example, *

… a comprehensive knowledge that is very specific and cannot be possessed by whomever.*

They also said that in order to perform auditors’ duties, one needed to have expert knowledge, that is, special theoretical knowledge combined with work experience. The students emphasised the importance of knowledge and a professional way of thinking. They said that the work is not only about auditing numbers and but, more important, it is also about *seeing how one came to these numbers and how the audited organisation functions* […] This can be interpreted as a conscious awareness of the need for attention, assessment, and understanding of the specific context in each case.

Students also said that to be able to enter the industry, one needs to have a specific type of education […] *I must be an expert.* […] *If one wants to become an authorised auditor, one must get continuous education within the auditing firm.* Students saw the authorisation process of the auditor as an important cornerstone of building auditors’ legitimacy.

Students also mentioned that knowledge, experience, and expertise are what set the limits of as well as define the profession. As one student stated, … *in the profession, one usually holds*
certain things to oneself in order to maintain the status of the profession. This reasoning indicates that expertise and knowledge were seen as tools in limiting access into the profession as well as defining its borders vis-à-vis other professions. Moreover, it appears that students recognised the profession’s jurisdiction and the importance of the profession’s jurisdiction in monopolising auditing in the market. Students further said that experience and knowledge development are the ways to develop the profession, rather than just a way to close it to others:

[...] if one is an auditor and one gets into a firm, and then one is working in this firm for the next 10 years. One gets a lot of knowledge that is difficult to convey and transfer, but which you can use to further develop a profession. So by developing oneself and the profession, one automatically forces the others in the profession to develop. Which in turn means that it is hard to eliminate the borders of the profession [...] since it is hard to get the knowledge elsewhere. In a way then, the profession is something that is being built on the knowledge within and about the profession.

As part of this sub-theme, the students also reflected on the importance of social skills and being able to interact with clients. One student described an auditor’s professionalism as follows:

The distinctive feature for his professionalism was that if he found something wrong he started a dialogue, a fine dialogue, a fine discussion. [...] it was often – in agreement with what he and the client will have to do to solve the issue. The fact that he got involved in a dialogue [...] that can also mean professionalism to know in which situation to act in which manner.

The same student continued:
It is important to be good with people. I couldn’t imagine in the beginning of my education that it would be so important; instead, I thought that it [auditing] is about the ability to count, more like in accounting, like bookkeeping.

This student learned by example and recognised some important features of the professional auditor. The student understood that the auditors’ knowledge base has many sources – not only in accounting and auditing theory, laws, taxes, and so on, but also, for example, in communication theory/skills and social competence. The student had learned the importance of social skills – that the knowledge base includes being good with people. And that can also mean professionalism – to know in which situation to act in which manner. That is important for a professional auditor.

It appears that the students’ perceptions of the audit profession were at first dominated by the notion of knowledge and expertise but that after they had their WIL, it also included the importance of continuous education within the audit firm to acquire further practical knowledge and skills as well as the importance of developing social and interaction skills.

*Professional norms and ethics* Drawing a complex picture, the students put forward the notions of moral objectivity, honesty, integrity, and meticulousness as important definers of a professional auditor. They spoke of this in combination with the confidentiality that the auditor should maintain towards information related to the client. In addition to talking about the auditor as an individual, the students also mentioned the importance of the auditor as a part of the normative fellowship that shared similar values and approaches. During the interviews, the students tried to reflect on where they had personally developed their own ideas about the importance of internalisation and socialisation as part of professional values. It appears that they acquired this notion from their courses at the university rather than from their WIL – the auditors they had met did not appear to have discussed this aspect of the
profession. Moreover, the students claimed that they had understood importance of the ethical aspects of the profession from the literature, rather than from discussions with auditors during their WIL.

*Independent work* The students saw independence in work as an important hallmark of the professional auditor, and they often referred to the auditor’s degree of freedom as an important indication of professionalism. Students emphasised freedom of thinking and taking responsibility as pre-requisites for becoming an auditor as well as for being one. Students discussed the positive aspects of choosing the profession, such as an expectation of independent work and a high degree of responsibility: *That you can plan your own work, you can vary your work, you meet new customers all the time – to be professional, to help people.*

*Sub-theme: Another picture of professionalism*

In reflecting on the meaning of a profession and professionalism, students often went back to their experiences in meeting auditors and auditor assistants during WIL. Students’ critical reflections on these distinctions are described in terms of three units: *professionalism contra commercialism, auditors become sellers and quality is another thing.*

*Professionalism contra commercialism* The students discussed whether professionalism and cost efficiency could co-exist. It was surprising to them that the auditors they met saw no problem in being professional and cost-efficient and that auditors did not even reflect on this:

> They [the auditors] always talk about the importance of speed of work. […] Yes, for them that was professionalism. Before that, I never thought in such a way. I thought professionalism was about a lot of knowing and an ability to help them [clients], but almost never do they [the auditors] talk about it.

In the discussion the students talked about their previous impression of the profession – that one has to do the right thing – and their new impression that auditors mostly talk about being
cost-efficient. Yet the students also said that they found the flexibility in counting the time spent with the client to be an important ability a professional auditor should have, since doing right should, in their view, be prioritised. When asked to reflect on how they gained image of professionalism as cost-efficient work, the students agreed that they had experienced it during the WIL period.

*Auditors become sellers* During their WIL, students also observed that the auditing assistants were more engaged in auditing than the auditors. The auditors gave instructions to the assistants; the students suggested that the auditors were taking on more of a sales function:

[The auditor] who has knowledge in auditing […] becomes a seller while the newly employed do the auditing work; […] the auditor checked their work and signed it.

They observed that an auditor has some responsibility for finding new customers by offering an estimated price, which surprised the students. The audit has a price tag as any other product or service – which ultimately makes a seller out of the auditor and the audit has become a commodity.

*Quality is another thing* Students also had critical reflections about what quality means within the audit firms:

- If the customers were pleased, that is good for the audit firm and then the quality was high. They understand it as the same thing; customer pleased, short time for the job, and the job should not cost too much.

- One must be there for the customer. Always.

- Yes, you have to prepare your readings [before the visit]; you have to be professional. To be professional is the same as these three things […] but a short time and low cost may influence and reduce the audit quality.
- It all depends on what you mean by “audit quality.”

- Yes, but I think that audit quality is to do the right thing, finding faults, mistakes.

- Yes.

- [If an estimated price is offered] it will be important to keep the promise, thus they make, so as to say, some modifications (…) to how much one has to look / control.

As we have seen, the students were somewhat disappointed when observing and discussing what auditors actually do today. Some students said that after seeing the practice during their WIL, their views on the audit profession had changed.

**Theme: Entering into and forming in the profession**

In the theme *Entering into and forming in the profession*, students compared their education at the university with their experience during their WIL or, as the students called it, theory and practice. They experienced the gap between theory and practice and observed some conflict between the use of structure and judgement. The outcomes of our interpretation of this theme are described in two sub-themes: *Differences in experiencing the gap between theory and practice* and *The clash between structure and judgement* (composed by two units, see Table 1).

Sub-theme: *Differences in experiencing the gap between theory and practice*

In the sub-theme *Differences in experiencing the gap between theory and practice*, students reflect on their experiences of the discrepancies between theoretical knowledge and practice:
At the university, we get lots of theoretical knowledge; then during WIL, we get an idea of how the industry functions. One gets the idea […] and many times one has an “oh my” experience, “so that’s how they do it”.

The students had varied opinions about the instrumentality of the theoretical courses for the WIL:

It felt embarrassing to go there and not know. It felt that one needed more education, i.e. courses that one could have benefitted more […] IT and management, cost accounting, maybe […]. Yet I felt that I learned a lot during the WIL. […] So much was happening there just during one day […].

The same student said one problem was the lack of a course describing what auditors do; thus, the student experienced what they saw in the WIL as new. Another student disagreed, saying that accounting courses had given them a good base in that they had learned how annual reports and financial statements are presented. This student felt they were prepared in their understanding of what auditors do through three courses (Accounting I and II and Accounting Theory), although the auditing course material and the auditing reality might be different. The student thought it might be hard to explain in detail in university courses what the auditor actually does. Yet another student added to this debate; this person had not found the theoretical knowledge learned at the university very useful at the WIL placements. The student did say that the theory had provided them with a knowledge base that enabled them to discuss issues using the same terminology as the auditors used in their daily work. Thus, the “jargon” the students learned at the university appeared to be useful during their WIL. The same student said that they had to learn principles of financial accounting, yet the auditing assistants they were observing never even mentioned them; instead, they simply followed checklists and filled out the forms. The students also commented that they were unprepared to work with manuals.
Sub-theme: The clash between structure and judgement

The sub-theme *The clash between structure and judgement* describes how students experienced conflicts between structure and judgement in the audit work. During their WIL, students observed how the work of an auditing assistant was driven by what the supervisor said, what the audit software required, and by the manuals and checklists. The students also spoke about the use of manuals, where they confronted the use of judgement and structure. To describe how students understood the relation between structure and judgement, we have divided this sub-theme into two interrelated units: *Structure and judgement in conflict* and *Structure and judgement in harmony*.

**Structure and judgement in conflict** The students were very critical about what auditing assistants do (e.g. follow the manuals) and don’t do (e.g. their own evaluations). One student was amazed at how limited the auditors were in what they checked in the information from the client.

Overall, the students perceived the auditing assistants’ work as being routinised, performed within a limited framework, and not requiring the qualifications that the assistants possessed. One student thought that the assistant observed did not really need an education for the job:

> I had a tutor, who had been there for three years, and after two days, I could do quite a lot of her stuff because she also had a form that she followed. Of course, I had to ask a lot, but she had made a binder where she included the answers from the auditor who was the engagement leader; she had typed up everything he had said. [...] She also had a specific form which she used as a template, and if she didn’t get something, she had always an opportunity to ask the engagement leader about it.

Students believed that the auditing assistants did not exercise little professional judgement:
If one looks at the auditing assistants, it appears that they hardly use any professional judgement, since everything appears to be "structure" … Yes, the computer-based auditing software, checklists […].

Furthermore, the students were critical of the way the manuals were used. One pointed out that it was difficult to produce a manual relevant for all clients:

   They had one manual and they apply that manual to all [clients]. […] so you can miss the entirety.

Another student agreed and said that the ability to think critically might be affected in a negative way. Students pointed to the importance of context-dependent knowledge and of being sensitive to the necessity of adapting the work for specific circumstances. They appeared to approach the concept of “one size fits it all” critically, suggesting that a more professional approach might be related to individual approaches to specific clients.

Students further discussed how manuals and checklists might reduce the thinking, learning, and level of responsibility of the auditor:

   It seems to be the same type of knowledge that goes around all the time, so nothing is actually new under the sun.

   It must be like that in all firms … that at the end everything becomes the same.

In the students’ experience the manuals represented static knowledge and left no space for potential creativity and innovation.

We interpreted the students’ comments as critical reflections about an extensive use of structure, which is partly due to an exaggerated socialisation – a threat to the continuous development of knowledge – the active side of knowledge – knowing.
Students also observed that if the client firm has been audited before, the auditing assistants do it as it has been done previously; if the auditor does not say that anything extra has to be done, the auditing assistant follows the manual.

Furthermore, the students said:

If one follows the checklist, you do not need to think much.

The checklist is a way to reduce the responsibility of the auditor assistants.

One student said that auditor assistants have to learn to see/recognise what is wrong. The assistants should be allowed to work with the law instead of a checklist (i.e. audit firm developed specific lists, interpreting and “concretizing” the law and the auditing standards), but that this may take longer time. This student was making a connection between the strong demands for speed and cost efficiency and the use of manuals and checklists curbing the learning process and ability to make assessments and decisions:

… judgements doesn’t just appear […] I think all those that are new now lost on the professional judgement.

Students critically reflected over what is at risk here and how it affects newcomers to the profession: there is a risk that the professional judgements simply disappear with the use of software programs. The dominance of structure, they observed, reduces the space for judgements, and students experienced this effect as diminishing rather than improving the profession.

The students also discussed the reduction in commitment stemming from what they perceived to be manual work.
One actually learns what one should do and is allowed to do [...] I think one can be influenced in a negative way though, [...] like the assistants that have ready-made frames [...] which they base their judgement on [...] it just becomes [...] monotone.

Ready-made frames will reduce the commitment to auditing work.

Students also said auditors’ assignments involved a lot of copy/paste work. A student quoted an auditor assistant: *We erase here and put this number there instead. And there are the same types of sentences we include in all company reports.*

One student spoke about an incident at the municipality where he had done his WIL. The municipality had changed audit firms after finding that the audit report it received still included the name of another municipality the firm was auditing. Names of committees were also wrong so the mistakes were clearly a result of the copy/paste system. The students were very critical of such practices. Moreover, they questioned whether the use of the copy/paste system and changing numbers is appropriate when bringing new people into the profession.

*Structure and judgement in harmony* In the sub-theme structure and judgement in harmony, the students observed that the relation between structure and judgement would change with time and experience and might harmonise.

Students observed that in spite of their doing manual work, the auditor assistants could answer most of their questions: [...] *we do it like that because blah, blah, blah.* In other words, they had learned from manuals, checklists, and programmes. The students thought that structure might also be good for newcomers:

One learns a lot [by using the manuals] since one goes through all the steps that are recommended. Then one has done what is needed. One has gone through all the items or yes, one has taken into account all the parts.
Students agreed that manuals are necessary in the beginning: ... *maybe it [structure] is just in the beginning*, and that with more experience the relation between structure and judgement would change. They expressed an expectation that the ability to apply one’s own judgement would come with experience:

... maybe it [the manual work] is just in the beginning .... When one is new to the field, maybe one just does the structural work; then it is more and more slanted towards judgement.

... yes, I think that the longer is the auditor connected to the same audit firm, the more I think they acquire the professional judgment.

Students argued that the longer an auditor’s tenure in the firm, the more scope for professional judgement they appeared to have and use. Students implicitly talked about experience as a process of learning practical knowledge and skill and developing the ability to make independent judgements. They also observed that those in higher positions are allowed more judgement and responsibility.

However, one student also mentioned that an auditor with long experience found structure useful, that it facilitates the work:

I interviewed one of the auditors that have worked for more than 20 years. He thought that those structures (audit software programs) make it easier ... that their work becomes much easier. It takes less time and in this way they can concentrate on something else instead.

Thus, the students thought that the infusion of structure into the profession leaves less space for judgement and professional scepticism, while they realised the need to be socialised into it and the need for routinised practical work. At the same time, they were critical about how manuals could affect the audit work.
Conclusion

This study has had two aims: to explore whether and how dual learning can help students’ understanding of the relationship between structure and judgement and to explore students’ perceptions of the audit profession.

The two themes, *Perceiving the profession and the professionals* and *Entering into and forming in the profession*, suggest that within the WIL context, students developed awareness of the use of standards and checklists on the one hand and the importance of discretionary judgement on the other.

In *Perceiving the profession and the professionals*, students appeared to first put forward their ideal picture of auditing, discussing it in terms of expertise embedded in both theoretical and experience-based, context-dependent knowledge. They also showed they were aware that the relationship with the client is an importance a part of professional activity. In reflecting on the task of auditing, the students seemed to understand that professionalism means the ability to engage in a dialogue with clients as well as to address clients’ needs. They also mentioned that professional norms and ethics and independence of thought and action were important. This picture might indicate students’ anticipatory socialisation process (Heggen, 2008:322), where in interaction with each other and professionals during their WIL, the feeling of being groomed for a professional role is emphasised. The students also showed an understanding of how professional knowledge and skills are closely associated with strong identification with the profession. This resonates well with the idea of qualification for the profession put forward by Heggen (2008) and Evetts (2010). Evetts argued that “[p]rofessional values emphasise a shared identity based on competencies (produced by education, training, and apprenticeship socialization) […]” (2010:125f). Similarly, the students also related the interaction between identity and expertise to the specific frames within which it takes place;
this is closely related to the notion of professional discretion (Liljegren & Parding, 2010). The emphasis on the idealypical characteristics of the profession or “occupational professionalism” (Evetts, 2010), emerged especially when students discussed their pre-understandings and expectations prior to WIL.

In reflecting on their WIL experiences the students’ views of the profession appeared to change: the critical discussion often circled around commercialisation and commercial practices infiltrating auditing firms and raised the question of whether professionalism and commercialism are compatible. The students discussed how cost and time-effectiveness; customers and orientation towards satisfaction of customer needs; as well as issues related to the meaning of quality and how it is created seemed to drive auditors’ work. Students also discussed how the hierarchy in audit firms emphasised the clash between commercialism and professionalism. The lower levels of the hierarchy (e.g. audit assistants) usually perform the routine “mechanical” work, without any discretionary space, while at the top of hierarchy the auditors, who had more discretion and responsibility, performed commercial activities in making sure that customers are satisfied and the service is sold. The picture students appeared to draw was closely related to the notion of organisational professionalism, which emphasises rational-legal authority, hierarchical structures of authority, standardised procedures, decision making, and managerialism (Evetts, 2010). By experiencing this during their WIL, students’ anticipatory socialisation seemed to be challenged in that the ideals with which they had started associating themselves did not correspond to the reality. Thus, students appeared to find themselves at an intersection between two conflicting logics in the construction of their professional identity. In dealing with these contradictions, students develop their understanding of structure and judgement and their relationship in the audit profession, and consequently come to realization as to what might constitute independence of work.
In the theme *Entering into and forming in the profession*, students related their experiences with the interrelation between structure and judgement. It suggests that students could see the interaction between the two concepts in light of either conflict and harmony. The students mentioned that the work appeared to be monotonously guided by checklists and manuals and provided neither space nor time for critical thinking or reflection. They saw structure appearing to dominate the profession especially at the beginning of an auditors’ career. The students questioned why one should not possess the ability to be flexible *and* have sufficient discretion and space for judgement to fulfil one’s professional obligations. They also reflected that the level of hierarchy and experience in the firm allowed for more balanced interaction between structure and judgement. While they accepted that structure might come first in developing professional auditors, they saw the need for space to apply a certain degree of judgement in practice. Without it, they did not see the point in an academic education being a prerequisite for entering the profession.

We see a possibility of framing the discussion of the interaction between judgement and structure with the help of the concept of *discretionary specialisation* (Freidson, 2001). According to Freidson, professional tasks are often described as “… narrow, minute, detailed, or “specialized” [in] the range…” (2001:23) yet there is “necessity of altering routine for individual circumstances” (ibid) and thus a need to be able to perform discretionary judgement and action.

The students did not experience the conflicting and complementary nature of structure and judgement as mutually inclusive. Their discussions of the importance of structure for future use of judgement resonated well with the idea that structure represents a decision-support system, which might be a way of enriching judgements (Molander, Grimen & Eriksen, 2012). We interpret their ability to see the interrelation in such a light as a result of their exposure to practice and direction in the WIL. Thus, the students appear to have experienced dual learning.
in the intersection between theory and practice, and displayed a capacity to analyse and make sense of these experiences.

We can also observe that during their WIL, students may create a unique picture of the audit profession. On the one hand, they conveyed admiration for the auditor’s guardian role and being of service to the society, which they discussed in the frames of their expertise, professional norms, ethics, and independence. On the other hand, they see many contradictions between the role projected by auditors and how this transfers to actual practice in that the balancing act between structure and judgement appears to be a complex and difficult (e.g. Liljegren & Parding, 2010).

Throughout this study, we observed the interrelated nature of higher education’s assigned functions (Biesta, 2010): qualification, socialisation, and subjectification within which the dual learning is embedded.

Qualification as well as subjectification, deals with independent and critical judgement. To critically evaluate, re-evaluate, and question established assumptions is an integrated part of the formation of knowledge (Molander, 1993).

Simultaneously, the socialisation process within the audit profession is understood in terms of independence, respect, objectivity, integrity, and professional scepticism. Ethical awareness is embedded in these concepts and it is important for the profession that its members develop such qualities (Baldvinsdottir & Johansson, 2006). It appears that from the profession’s viewpoint, the subjectification process is closely interrelated to qualification and socialisation; qualification, socialisation, and subjectification are closely intertwined in the development of professional identity.

Another aspect of subjectification as argued by Biesta (2010) could be understood as the opposite of socialisation, in that the new entrants into the profession are not only introduced
to the existing practices (i.e. socialisation), but also encouraged to show a certain degree of independence from the established order of things (i.e. subjectification). Thus, the separation of and conflict between socialisation and subjectification represent important education functions that develop future professional skills.

Our study shows there might be a third way of understanding the relationship between the three functions. Here we suggest that the concept of dual learning in the example of WIL shows how both the detachment and interrelation between functions serve the purpose of higher education at different times. Sometimes detaching socialisation and subjectification serves its purpose in that prior to WIL, subjectification is emphasised, and students are encouraged to critically approach information received, while during the WIL placements the socialisation function is emphasised, especially when it comes to understanding the importance of structure vis-à-vis judgement. In going back and forth between the university and WIL placements, students appear to experience both the detachment and interrelation of the different functions, which resulted in their ability to adhere to established routines at the workplace, while questioning them.

As an exploratory study, this paper gives rise to more questions than answers. We feel there is scope for further exploration and explanation as to how, for example, students’ development of understanding and experience of professions will progress in the real world. Future studies could also look at identity formation of the new generation of auditors. Further research might look into how learning and its various aspects develop prior to, during, and after WIL. It would be also interesting to see further inquiries into differences between programmes leading to professional degrees with and without WIL, in terms of their ability to develop professionals. Studies should also explore the structural aspects of WIL in different professional programmes and their relationship to dual learning.
This study is not without limitations especially when it comes to validity threats in using qualitative methodology and being based on a small sample. To address threats to *credibility* and *authenticity*, we chose interviewers the students did not know; gave the student confidentiality to facilitate open dialogue during the interview; and were in a constant dialogue with each other about our pre-understanding and assumptions in relationship to analysis performed. To address threats to *criticality* and *integrity*, we established a strict design for the study and were especially attentive to the differences of opinions both within the authors team and among the interviewees. We have further performed a number of backwards loops in interpreting and re-interpreting the data; we have also put our own interpretation forward as just one way of understanding the phenomenon, rather than making statements of causality or fact. We aimed at openness to the data as well as technical and research process transparency, which are considered to be most instrumental in increasing the validity of an investigation (Whittemore et al., 2001)
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i In this paper we use “structure” and “management by documents” as synonymous concepts.

ii See section 2.3 for a description of the concept.

iii The quotes in this paper have been adjusted to more easily readable texts and then translated into English.

iv The auditor who leads the audit team, who signs the audit, and is the main audit office contact for the audit engagement.